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1021 N Wyandotte St

Dewey, Oklahoraa 74029
August 24, 1900-

U. E' Nuclear Regulatory Commission
% Hon. John F Ahearnes, Chairman
Washington, DC 20555 |

Hon. Chairman: ,

I Believe in Februa ry of 1980, I wrote you also other Commission, members,
of the Regulatory Commission, regarding General Public Utility Company
3 Mile Island operations. ,

As a small GPU Stockholder, we have been wishing we might have a reply
from your Offices, with regard to when.a Possible time for a restart up

of Unit No. 1 Is expectedto be back into service?

I notice also Unit No 2 is gehed'argdfor a Clean up later into 1980's ,

I wonder why such delay 7 This Utility Services Approx. 360,000
Customers in this area.

I have never read any Newswhere Nuclear Plants, has caused any deaths,
But Still Politics seems to favor Possibly closing down these Plants,
Also fail to License Plants that are almost Completed, to Opengte, such
as The Black Fox. Plant in Oklahoma , being built by Public Service Company
of Oklahoma.

However the possibiltiy of Deaths by Drugs, also Alchholsm is getting
greater it seems every day, the Youth are being influinced, every Day,
But the Government seems to not Do much about these Deaths?
I read where the Government wants to Legalize some Drugs, and make it
possible for more Deaths. -

Do you expect the Regulator Commission to shut down plants that are
Producing Electricity? Also fail to give License to Nuclear Plants
trying to Produce Electricity, some are almost ready to Start New Plants?

Any information you might be able to give will be greatly appreciated.
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Yours very Truly,

$&
Frank R Ruthrauff

& Meribel B Ruthrauff Jt Owners of SPU
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